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Dense plasma temperature equilibration in the binary collision approximation
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Temperature equilibration in dense, strongly coupled plasmas has been investigated without most of the
usual simplifying assumptions. A quantum kinetic approach is used that accounts for strong electron-ion
collisions through an exactT-matrix treatment of the scattering cross section using a screened interaction. Our
results reveal the accuracy of the usual Spitzer formula for Coulomb logarithms larger than about three.
Moreover, a simple model based on hyperbolic orbits yields surprisingly accurate results. We also have
included equation of state effects to describe realistic plasmas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of dense, multitemperature plasmas is
wide interest since such plasmas are easily generated d
short-pulse laser matter interaction experiments@1,2#. To
model the behavior of the target, especially in the relaxat
phase following the laser pulse, knowledge of the ene
transfer between electrons and ions is required. Such in
mation is also needed to simulate the evolution of the fus
capsule in inertial confinement fusion scenarios. Recent
perimental results indicate that the energy transfer rates~for
hot electrons as well as hot ions! are much smaller than th
usual Spitzer result@1–3#.

The first description of temperature equilibration orig
nates with the seminal works of Landau and Spitzer~LS
approach! in which all small angle scattering contribution
are summed@4,5#. Such a treatment is only appropriate f
the dilute, weakly coupled plasmas that were of interes
Landau and Spitzer. Comparisons with numerical simu
tions for weakly to moderately coupled plasmas show eit
slightly too high or slightly too low relaxation rates depen
ing on the choice ofad hoc cutoffs @6,7#. Starting from a
generalized Fokker-Planck equation, Li and Petrasso sho
that no correction terms occur up to the next order in
electron-ion interaction@8#. Therefore, they claim that the LS
result is valid for Coulomb logarithmsl.2. This condition
is illustrated in Fig. 1. Additionally, lines of constan
electron-ion couplingGei , defined by

Gei5
Zie

2~4pne/3!1/3

^Ekin&
, ~1!

and constant degeneracy parametersneLe
3 are plotted. Here,

the electron thermal wavelength is defined byLe
5(2p\2/mekBTe)

1/2, and the average kinetic energy
given by ^Ekin&52kBTe /(neLe

3)I 3/2(m
ideal/kBT) (I 3/2 is the

Fermi integral with the ideal chemical potentialm ideal). Note
that the LS, and therefore Li and Petrasso’s approach, ap
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only in the weakly coupled regime, i.e., forGei,0.1, which
excludes many systems of interest. To go beyond this
proach, Ohdeet al. applied a Boltzmann-type kinetic equa
tion including three-particle scattering to investigate te
perature relaxation in a reacting hydrogen plasma@9#. With
this theory, they were able to describe binary collisions
well as ionization and recombination processes includ
nonideality effects.

Recently Dharma-wardana and Perrot developed mo
that allow an energy transfer through collective modes@10#.
Hazaket al.have shown that under certain circumstances
Fermi-golden-rule approach, which assumes smallGei , re-
duces to the LS result@11#. However, coupled collective con
tributions are expected to be important whenGei is large
~smalll). Unfortuately, the usual Fokker-Planck approach
ill-defined for this parameter region; therefore, Dharm
wardana and Perrot were forced to compare their results
an ad hocextention of the LS theory that uses an effecti
Coulomb logarithm@12# to account for strong binary scatte
ing.

It is the aim of this paper to evaluate the accuracy of
ad hocapproach. Therefore, we abandon the Fokker-Pla

FIG. 1. Parameter region of interest, the LS theory is valid
low the solid lines~our kinetic approach yields the conditionl
.3). Contours ofGei andneLe

3 are shown also. Note that the L
approach applies only forGei,0.1.
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TABLE I. Different approximations for the Coulomb logarithml.

No. l bmax bmin or bre f l,0? Comment

1 l5 ln(bmax/bmin) lD (|21r'
2 )1/2 possible within 5% ofT-matrix result forl.3

2 l5 ln(bmax/bmin) (lD
2 1ai

2)1/2 (|21r'
2 )1/2 possible improves No. 1 for high densities

3 l5max(2,l8) @l8 as in No. 1# lD (|21r'
2 )1/2 impossible same as No. 1; no improvement forl,2

4 l50.5 ln(11bmax
2 /bref

2 ) lD (|21r'
2 )1/2 impossible same as No. 1, but no breakdown

5 l50.5 ln(11bmax
2 /bref

2 ) (lD
2 1ai

2)1/2 r' impossible overestimatesl for high temperatures
6 l50.5 ln(11bmax

2 /bref
2 ) (lD

2 1ai
2)1/2 (|21r'

2 )1/2 impossible best model; improves No. 4 for high densit
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approach and use a method similar to Ohdeet al. @9#, but
consider onlybinary collisions. With this description of the
energy transfer, which is valid for largeGei , strong electron-
ion collisions, quantum diffraction effects, screened inter
tions, dynamic screening effects, and momentum depen
cross sections can be considered. In addition, we avoid
ad hoccutoff procedure. The only assumptions are linea
screened Coulomb interactions, a Maxwellian distribut
for the electrons, and independent ions. A comparison w
this highly accurate theory then allows an experimental
servation of the failure of the binary collision approximatio
in general, i.e., the occurrence of dominant coupled m
effects. Since we consider situations where all species h
already reached a Maxwellian distribution, ultrafast rela
ation effects, such as the build up of correlations and m
mentum relaxation, will be neglected.

II. THE CLASSICAL LANDAU-SPITZER APPROACH

A. Straight line trajectories

We briefly summarize the LS approach. With the assum
tion of classical small angle scattering~straight line trajecto-
ries with an impact parameterb!, the time evolution of the
electron temperatureTe is determined bydTe /dt5(a(Ta
2Te)/t

ae, where the sum runs over all ion species. For
relaxation timetei the Spitzer theory gives@5#

tei5
3mime

4A2pniZi
2e4l

S kBTe

me
1

kBTi

mi
D 3/2

, ~2!

where the indexi labels ion properties. The Coulomb log
rithm is here defined asl5 ln(bmax/bmin) with the maximum
and minimum impact parametersbmax and bmin , respec-
tively. For the ‘‘usual’’ LS result, we will use the electro
Debye length lD5(kBTe/4pe2ne)

1/2 for bmax and bmin

5(|21r'
2 )1/2, which is an interpolation between the de Br

glie wavelength|5\/2mev th and the distance of closest a
proachr'5Zie

2/mev th(v th
2 5kBT/me). Obviously, this ap-

proach fails whenl,0, although a clamp at somelmin ~see
No. 3 in Table I! can be used to prevent negativetei.

B. Hyperbolic trajectories

For largeGei the concept of straight line trajectories fai
and the result~2! is invalid. However, a simple Spitzer-lik
theory can be constructed by noting that the shape of
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trajectories are known exactly to be hyperbolic for Coulom
interactions. It follows for the energy transfer per collisio
that @13#

DE~b,v !5
2Z2e4

mev
2~b21Z2e4/me

2v4!
. ~3!

Here v is the relative velocity. Nowbmin can be set to be
zero since the divergence for smallb is removed. The effec-
tive Coulomb logarithm, which we will refer as HLS, is the

l5
1

2
ln„11~bmax

2 /bre f
2 !…, ~4!

wherebre f5r' is a reference impact parameter. Howev
this form still requires anad hoccutoff for bmax, which is
again set to belD . To get quantum effects approximately,|
can be used inbre f too. Moreover, we suggest that for den
systems,lD should be replaced by the ion sphere radiusai
5(3/4pni)

1/3. Since we want to recover the physics of dilu
plasmas, we suggestbmax5(lD

2 1ai
2)1/2. A form as in Eq.

~4!, which is obtained here with hyperbolic trajectories, w
also proposed in Refs.@12,14# and used in Ref.@10# to get a
convergent Coulomb logarithm. Table I summarizes the d
ferent approximations we use forl.

III. QUANTUM KINETIC APPROACH

A. Strong electron-ion collisions

We now apply a quantum kinetic approach that accou
for close collisions and avoids any arbitrary cutoffs. A
though this approach is quite general, we focus on the c
Ti!Te . Single-particle properties~as the kinetic energy o
the speciesa! can be described by the distributionsf a . Since
retardation effects can be neglected here, the time evolu
of these distributions for systems with statically screened
teractions is determined by~homogeneous, isotropic, an
nondegenerate case! @15,16#

]

]t
f a~p,t !5

2p

V\ (
b
E dp8dp̄dp̄8

~2p\!9

1

2
u^pp8uTab

R up̄8p̄&6u2

3d~Ea~p!1Eb~p!2Ea~ p̄!2Eb~ p̄!!

3$ f a~ p̄,t ! f b~ p̄8,t !2 f a~p,t ! f b~p8,t !%. ~5!
8-2
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DENSE PLASMA TEMPERATURE EQUILIBRATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 036418
The sum is over all species, but only thee-i collisions con-
tribute to temperature equilibration. The retardedT matrix
Tab

R describes the transition probability from the initial to th
final state.Ea5p2/(2ma) denotes the one-particle energ
With the definition of the mean kinetic energy, i.e.,^Ei&
5(2p\)23*dpEi(p) f i(p,t), we now obtain an expressio
for the energy transfer from the electrons to the ion s
system or~equivalently! for the time evolution for the tem
peratures. Using momentum and energy conservation,
integrals in the collision integral of Eq.~5! can be performed
After transformation to the relative momentumk, we intro-
duce the differential scattering cross section for electron-
collisions, (2p)2\4dsei(k,V)/dV5me

2u^kuTbc
R uk̄&u k̄5k

2 . Fi-
nally, we get for the energy transfer rate per ion

]

]t
Ei5E dp̃

~2p\!3

f i~ p̃!

ni

neLe
3

~2p!2\3me

kBTe

p̃

3E
0

`

dk k3Qei
T ~k!Fk2e2

mev2
2

2kBTe2k1e2
mev1

2

2kBTe
G , ~6!

where the abbreviationsk65k6 p̃1mikBTe /k and v6

5k/me6 p̃/mi have been used. Furthermore, we have int
duced the momentum transfer cross sectionQei

T (k)
52p*du(12cosu)dsei(k,V)/dV, whereu denotes the scat
tering angle. We calculate the cross section by a numer
phase shift analysis using the Debye potentialVei(r )
5Zie

2exp(2r/lD)/r, which is referred as theT-matrix result.
The static Born result follows from Eq.~6! if Qei

T is evalu-
ated in first Born approximation@17#.

For the caseTi!Te the ion velocity is much smaller tha
the thermal electron velocity, and all terms after the ion d
tribution in Eq. ~6! can be evaluated atp̃50. The energy
transfer rate per ion is then

]

]t
Ei5

1

2p2\3

neLe
3

memi
E

0

`

dk k5Qei
T ~k!expS 2

k2

mekBTe
D .

~7!

This expression describes the temperature relaxation du
binary collisions for largeGei without ad hoccutoffs.

B. Dynamic screening effects

We estimate the importance of dynamic screening effe
with the Lenard-Balescu equation, instead of the Boltzma
equation~5!, which yields forTi!Te

]

]t
Ei5

4Zi
2e2

p E
0

`

dk
\k2

2mi
ImF«21S k,

\k2

2mi
D GnBS \k2

2mi
D . ~8!

Here nB(v)5@exp(v/kBTe)21#21 is the Bose function and
«(k,v) is the dielectric function computed in the rando
phase approximation. Equation~8! is similar to the self-
energy approach of Dharma-wardana and Perrot@10#. Dy-
namic screening effects can be approximately included in
T-matrix approach by summing the expressions~7! and ~8!
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and subtracting the statically screened first Born approxim
tion @18# ~combined approach!.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of the different approaches

A comparison of the first Born andT-matrix results is
shown in Fig. 2 for different charge states of the ions, wh
were assumed to be fixed as the density is varied. The l
end where degeneracy effects are expected, i.e., forneLe

3

.0.1. The Born approximation always overestimates the
ergy transfer rate. Although this effect is quite small for s
gly charged ions, it strongly increases for higher cha
states~in general, it increases for stronger electron-ion co
pling!. This is a result of the different scaling laws, the Bo
results scale asZi

2 whereas, theT-matrix calculation yields a
smaller scaling exponent.

The effect of dynamical screening is demonstrated in F
3, where different approximation levels for the energy tra
fer rate are shown. Only very small differences can be

FIG. 2. Comparison of the first Born and theT-matrix results for
the energy transfer rate in an aluminum plasma. The lines belon
three different charged states of the ions,Zi51 ~lower pair of
lines!, Zi52 ~middle pair!, and Zi57 ~upper pair!. The electron
temperature isTe5105 K.

FIG. 3. Effect of dynamic screening in the Born andT-matrix
approximations. Results are shown for an aluminum plasma with
electron temperature ofTe553104 K. The ion charge state is
fixed to beZi511.
8-3
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D. O. GERICKE, M. S. MURILLO, AND M. SCHLANGES PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 036418
served between the dynamic and the static Born approxi
tion ~upper pair of lines! for high densities~strong coupling!.
This behavior suggests that dynamic screening effects
negligible. However, the Born approximation strongly ove
estimates the energy transfer rate in this regime. Since
combined scheme is the difference between the static
dynamic Born results added to the~much smaller! static
T-matrix data, the effect of dynamic screening can be sign
cant on theT-matrix level. Comparing the lower two lines i
Fig. 3, i.e., the staticT-matrix approach with the combine
scheme, this behavior can be observed at high dens
However, these dynamic screening effects quickly disapp
for smaller Gei , i.e., they appear only for extremely hig
~nonequilibrium! charge states of the ions.

In Fig. 4 the different models for the LS and HLS ener
transfer rate are compared with theT-matrix approach. Of
course, the LS theory~Nos. 1 and 2! is undefined for non-
ideal plasmas sincel,0 in this case. The clamp techniqu
~No. 3! avoids this behavior but overestimates the rate
l,2. Only the HLS approaches~Nos. 4 and 6! show a rea-
sonable behavior without a breakdown. However, they s
underestimate the energy transfer for strongly coupled p
mas. Note that the choicebmax5(lD

2 1ai
2)1/2 greatly im-

proves the LS and the HLS theories.
To explore the pure influence of the Coulomb cutoff

contrast to the screened Coulomb potential, we calculated
energy transfer rate with Eq.~7! using a cross section, whic
was calculated with hyperbolic orbits for a truncated Co
lomb potential~cutoff atbmax5lD). In this way, we include
an average over the distribution. The results, which are
shown in the figure, are very close to the line labeled w
No. 6. This shows that an integration over the distributio
rather than simply using the thermal velocity, improves
theory~compare with No. 4!. The remaining discrepancies t
the T-matrix results are due to the different potentials.

There are three major conclusions from this comparis
We have confirmed Li and Petrasso’s claim that there
small corrections to the LS result for many conditions,
though we would givel53 ~corrections less than5%),
rather thanl52, as a boundary. Second, the simple H
model goes well beyond the Fokker-Planck approaches

FIG. 4. Comparison of different Spitzer approximations with t
T-matrix approach. The system has an electron temperature oTe

553105 K. The ion charge state isZi510. The numbers next to
the lines refer to Table I.
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is accurate as long as a classical trajectory is well defin
This is especially surprising because an angular moment
truncated Coulomb potential is used in the LS and HLS c
culations, rather than a screened Coulomb potential. Fina
the T-matrix approach yields rates larger than the LS a
HLS theories for largeGei . Thus, the effect of coupled col
lective modes@10# may be larger than previously believed

Since the numericalT-matrix calculations are time expen
sive, we provide a fit. We chose a model where the relaxa
time is determined by Eq.~2! with l given by the HLS
theory ~4!. The free parameter of this theorybmax has been
determined by the constraint that the HLS theory matches
T-matrix results. We obtain

bmax5lD expS a11a2ln l

la311
D , ~9!

wherel is the HLS Coulomb logarithm~see Table I, No. 4!,
a151.65, a2520.40, and a350.64. For nondegenerat
plasmas (neLe

3,0.1), this fit yields energy transfer rate
within 15% forl.231022, and forl.531023, the errors
are smaller than 30%. For largerl the fit is significantly
more accurate. Note thatbmax>lD.

B. Effects of plasma composition

Finally, we consider the chemical composition of th
plasma. The average charge stateZi(n,Te) is calculated with
the Thomas-Fermi model of More@19#. For mean charge
states less than unity, elastic electron-atom scattering is
cluded with a three-particle collision integral@15#. To model
the electron-atom interaction, we use the screened pola
tion potential@17#

Vea
P ~r !52

e2a

2 S 11r /lD

~r 21r 0
2!
D 2

expF2
2r

lD
G . ~10!

The polarizability for aluminum atoms isa556.28aB
3 , and

with r 0
45aaB/2Zc

1/3 @20#, it follows r 051.86aB .
Figure 5 shows the energy transfer rate for a fixed nuc

FIG. 5. Energy transfer rate vs temperature for an alumin
plasma with a nuclear density ofn51021 cm23. The chemical
composition is calculated using a Thomas-Fermi equation of s
model.
8-4
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DENSE PLASMA TEMPERATURE EQUILIBRATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 036418
density versus temperature. The largest differences betw
the models occur for low temperatures, in particular, the
approach is not well defined and does not include electr
atom scattering. We also showT-matrix results neglecting
electron-atom scattering, but deviations from the LS a
HLS results are also found for the pure electron-ion con
bution. A disagreement is visible for higher temperatures t
In contrast, there is a good agreement for temperatures
Te523105 K. This behavior results because, as the plas
parameters change, the electron-ion coupling is large
small temperatures and decreases up to the point where
tiply charged ions occur. Above this temperature, the incre
ing charge state and electron density overcompensate th
fect of the increasing temperature, which increases
electron-ion coupling strength again. Of course, the cha
i,

.
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state and the electron density show a saturation for h
enough temperatures~not shown!. Above this temperature
the plasma becomes again weakly coupled and all appr
mations merge. Qualitatively, the Coulomb logarithm sho
a similar behavior toGei ~increasingl up toTe'105 K and
then again decreasing!, which results in the inapplicability of
the Spitzer approach.
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